Untypical connectivity from olfactory sensory neurons expressing OR37 into higher brain centers visualized by genetic tracing.
The OR37 subfamily of odorant receptors(ORs) exists exclusively in mammals. In contrast to ORs in general, they are highly conserved within and across species.These unique features raise the question, whether olfactory information gathered by the OR37 sensory cells is processed in specially designated brain areas. To elucidate the wiring of projection neurons from OR37 glomeruli into higher brain areas, tracing experiments were performed.The application of DiI onto the ventral area of the olfactory bulb, which harbors the OR37 glomeruli, led to the labeling of fibers not only in the typical olfactory cortical regions,but also in the medial amygdala and the hypothalamus. To visualize the projections from a defined OR37 glomerulus more precisely, transgenic mice were studied in which olfactory sensory neurons co-express the receptor subtype OR37C and the transsynaptic tracer wheat germ agglutinin(WGA). WGA became visible not only in the OR37C sensory neurons and the corresponding OR37C glomerulus,but also in cell somata located in the mitral/tufted cell layer adjacent to the OR37C glomerulus, indicating a transfer of WGA onto projection neurons. In the brain, WGA immunoreactivity was not detectable in typical olfactory cortical areas, but instead in distinct areas of the medial amygdala.Detailed mapping revealed that the WGA immunoreactivity was restricted to the posterior-dorsal subnucleus of the medial amygdala. In addition, WGA immunoreactivity was visible in some well-circumscribed areas of the hypothalamus.These results are indicative for a unique connectivity from OR37C sensory cells into higher brain centers.